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        On the following page is your AstroLocality Report. An astrological analysis of 

what you are likely to experience in the cities and towns that you selected is given. The 

astrological influences that are strongest begin with three asterisks (***) and appear at 

the beginning of the report. Next are the influences with one asterisk (*), which are 

strong but not as important as the astrological influences that have three asterisks. The 

astrological influences with no asterisks are at the end of report and are weakest, but 

they are also significant in your life. 

 

        The AstroLocality Report uses astrological methods developed through the latter 

half of the 20th century, and refined through extensive research, some of which is 

described in the book "AstroLocality Magic". 

 

Information about Category Scores: 

 

After the individual interpretations of astrological influences for each town that you 

selected are scores for 10 categories. Typically, several categories have a score of zero 

and this is normal. Do not be alarmed that many categories have a score of zero! This 

simply means that this category is not especially highlighted in this geographic area. A 

category with a score of 1 to about 25 has a very weak emphasis on the category, from 

26 to 50 is still a bit weak, 51 to 75 is modest, 76 to 100 is fairly strong, 101 to 150 is 

strong, 151 to 250 is very strong, 251 to 500 is extremely strong, and 501 to 1000 occurs 

very rarely and is is tremendously strong and powerful. Even though a score of 51 to 75 

is modest, it is still clearly evident and you will find some emphasis on the category 

with scores in this range. Scores about 100 are strong and good for the category of 

interest. For example, a score of 51 to 75 in Vocation and Career indicates that the place 

is good for career and progress in career is likely to better in this place than in most 

places. A score of over 100 indiates that this is a place where you can advance in your 

career. Places with scores above 150 are among some of the best places. What about a 

score of only 26 to 50? Although low, this score still provides some good career 

opportunities. On the other hand, a score of zero means that you must rely primarily on 



your own resources, talents, and skills that will be effective anywhere, and you can still 

succeed but in other places you are likely to have better luck at attracting good 

opportunities. 

 

THE FRIENDSHIP AND FAMILY SCORE is especially important if you reside in this 

location, but it is not as critically important if you are only visiting this place or 

conducting business here. The Friendship and Family score does not need to be high for 

you to love the place where you live, and a score of just 10 or 15 points is sufficient for 

you to feel comfortable and at home. If the score is zero, then there is a possibility that 

you may never feel that you are at home in this location. 

 

For places where the score is zero in the Friendship and Family cateogry, the 

DETAILED FRIENDSHIP AND FAMILY SCORE is especially important. The Detailed 

Friendship and Family score is rarely zero and a high score here shows that you may 

participate in social activities, clubs, religious or educational organizations, and other 

pursuits that help you feel comfortable in this place and that close friendships can 

eventually develop here. If the Detailed Friendship and Family score is also zero, then 

this simply is not likely to be a good place for you reside. 

 

If you are looking to meet that special person for a romantic relationship, you are likely 

to find that you have good luck in places where the LOVE AND ROMANCE SCORE is 

high. These are places where you are inclined to feel that the place is romantic and 

beautiful and you attract romance into your life. 

 

A score of zero in the VOCATION AND CAREER area indicates that your career does 

not get an extra boost in this location; your employment situation may be adequate and 

satisfactory, but it is unlikely that circumstances in this location will push you to focus 

most of your energies on vocation and career. A high score in Vocation and Career 

indicates that in this place you are likely to devote more attention to your work, to 

achieve and accomplish more, and consequently to reach a relatively high level of 

success. 

 

A high score in the OPTIMISM AND OPPORTUNITY category indicates that you are 

likely to have many enjoyable experiences in this area, to have an active social life, and 

explore different things. You are likely to mix with different kinds of people and this 

larger social network and range of activities does bring some welcome opportunities. A 

score of zero in this category indicates that you are likely to be highly focused on the 

things that you are commited to and relatively undistracted; unexpected good luck is 

not likely to come to you here. 

 



A high score in EDUCATION AND COMMUNCIATION indicates that this is a place 

where you are likely to take classes and learn new things. You will find yourself in 

situations where you are speaking or writing, and sharing ideas with others. 

 

The CULTURE AND CREATIVITY category is especially important for artists and 

lovers of the arts. A high score in this category indicates that you become involved in 

creative and interesting ways of doing things and you pay more attention to the 

creative, playful, and entertaining sides of life than you do in most other places. 

 

A high score in the RESPONSIBILITY AND FOCUS category indicates that you are 

likely to be given important respnsibilities in this area and you take life seriously here. 

You are likely to feel inspired to get involved in an exercise program, improve your 

skills, get your financial situation in order, be especially responsible at work. A score of 

zero in this category indicates that you are not likely to feel burdened down by 

responsibilities and even your own conscience while here. A score of zero here is good 

if this is a place that you are planning to visit for a vacation or relaxation. 

 

A high score in the IMAGINATION AND INSPIRATION category indicates that your 

ideals, dreams, and visions are very strong in this area. Life becomes more meaningful 

to you because you feel more inspired, and you feel motivated by your dreams and 

aspirations. However, your strong imagination may also cloud your vision, and you 

may be more gullible than usual here. A score of zero in this category does not mean 

that you lack imagination here, and it does have the advantage that you may be more 

practical and effective here than you are in places where the score for Imagination and 

Inpsiration is high. A high score in the Imagination and Inspiration category is very 

good for places where you wish to vacation and relax! This place is, in fact, ideal 

because your imagination soars here and you are able to step outside your usual frame 

of reference and to feel a greater sense of magic and awe while you are in this location. 

 

A high score in the EXCITEMENT AND INSTABILITY category indicates that events 

are likely to occur that you did not anticipate and situations unfold differently from 

what could have been predicted beforehand. Do not take extreme risks or be foolhardy 

in this area because doing so is likely to bring about accidents and mishaps while here. 

A score of zero does not mean that life is dull and uneventful, and most people prefer 

places where the score in this category is zero ot at least very low. 

 

Final Note: 

 

You may find that the interpretations and the category scores are amazingly accurate. 

However, keep in mind that astrological theories have not been validated scientifically, 



and you should always use your own judgment and discrimination in making 

decisions. There are many non-astrological factors as well as undiscovered astrological 

factors which may also affect your life, so do not let the overall impressive accuracy of 

these interpretations cause you to place complete faith in the analysis given. 

 

Your AstroLocality Report is based on the following astrological data: 

 

Sun     11 Vir 59               Saturn   9 Lib 03 

Moon    20 Sco 54               Uranus  26 Sco 28 

Mercury  2 Lib 33               Neptune 22 Sag 05 

Venus   20 Lib 13               Pluto   22 Lib 39 

Mars     1 Leo 37               Asc     20 Lib 16 

Jupiter 12 Lib 23               MC      21 Can 32 

 

 

Tropical  Koch   Daylight Saving Time observed 

GMT: 15:00:00   Time Zone: 6 hours West 

Lat. and Long. of birth: 29 N 46    95 W 22    

Calculations are In Zodiaco (in zodiac longitude, not in mundo) 

 

Aspects and Orbs: 

                                 Strong    Medium    Weak 

Conjunction and Opposition       3º 00'    6º 00'    9º 00' 

Trine and Sextile                2º 00'    4º 00'    6º 00' 

Square                           2º 00'    4º 00'    6º 00' 

 

Anthony Teresi 

www.Anthonyteresi.com 

818 430 8606 

 

 

 

1: HOUSTON, TEXAS            29N45'47" 95W21'47"   20 LI 16   21 CN 32 

 

*** Ascendant Conjunct Venus ***      (Orb: 0 Deg 03 Min) 

        You simply love this area! You attract love and beauty into your life, and a 

romantic relationship can develop and blossom here. 

 



*** Ascendant Conjunct Pluto ***      (Orb: 2 Deg 23 Min) 

        Events beyond your control force you to face deep, hidden parts of yourself. You 

are likely to develop a passion or even fanaticism for some idea or interest. The road is 

bit bumpy here, but if handled well, can help you overcome limitations. 

 

*** Descendant Trine Neptune ***      (Orb: 1 Deg 49 Min) 

        You enjoy creative and imaginative times with others while in this area. You may 

act in uncharacteristically silly or childish ways - and enjoy it! A good place to spark 

your imagination and creativity. 

 

*** MC Trine Moon ***      (Orb: 0 Deg 38 Min) 

        You feel very comfortable in this geographic area. You are likely to create a very 

pleasant home life, and you enjoy a wide circle of friends and acquaintances. 

 

*** MC Square Venus ***      (Orb: 1 Deg 19 Min) 

        Your aesthetic tastes tend to undergo some change while in this area, and you may 

find it difficult to integrate the existing cultural aesthetic standards with your own. Be 

careful when selecting a place to live to make sure that you will feel comfortable in that 

home. People you work for, or who work for you, may have different expectations from 

you as well. 

 

*** MC Square Pluto ***      (Orb: 1 Deg 07 Min) 

        You are likely to become deeply entangled and enmeshed with others at your place 

of work, and complex interpersonal dynamics can make your situation a difficult one to 

improve or work out of. 

 

Ascendant Conjunct Jupiter       (Orb: 7 Deg 53 Min) 

        An excellent area for you! Opportunities present themselves and you are able to 

attract benefits and opportunities for growth. 

 

MC Trine Uranus       (Orb: 4 Deg 56 Min) 

        If you are looking for greater freedom and creativity in your work, then this may 

very well be a good place for you. You attract situations that allow you a great deal of 

freedom, and your creative energies tend to work positively for you here. 

 

Summary of Scores of 10 Treasure Maps for this Location 

 



Friendship and Family:           1000 

Detailed Friendship and Family:  1000 

Love and Romance:                1000 

Vocation and Career:             62 

Optimism and Opportunity:        125 

Education and Communication:     0 

Culture and Creativity:          1000 

Responsibility and Focus:        0 

Imagination and Inspiration:     610 

Excitement and Instability:      149 

 

2: NEW YORK, NEW YORK        40N42'51" 74W00'23"   5 SC 13   12 LE 10 

 

*** IC Trine Jupiter ***      (Orb: 0 Deg 13 Min) 

        Excellent opportunities in your career, vocation, or business pursuits. Doors open 

for you, and you can find a good job and have a nice home life in this area. 

 

* IC Trine Saturn *      (Orb: 3 Deg 07 Min) 

        This geographic area is excellent for vocational, career, and business pursuits. You 

have the discipline and concentration of energy to achieve something of real value here. 

Contacts with experienced professionals is likely, and these people can help guide you. 

 

* Ascendant Square Mars *      (Orb: 3 Deg 36 Min) 

        In this area you are likely to become involved with others on shared projects, 

perhaps team sports, and other group endeavors with a goal of achieving a lot. Try to 

avoid arguments and hostility because there is a tendency for hostility to arise when 

frustrations are encountered. 

 

Descendant Conjunct fixed star Caph       (Orb: 0 Deg 22 Min) 

        When in this locale, your relaxed attitude makes it possible to sit down with other 

people to discuss joint projects. You are able to keep several projects moving at any 

given time. 

 

IC Conjunct fixed star et Cap       (Orb: 0 Deg 19 Min) 

        In this geographic region, you are comfortable discussing a wide variety of 

philosophical subjects. The religious studies of members of your family will benefit in 

this location. 



 

Summary of Scores of 10 Treasure Maps for this Location 

 

Friendship and Family:           0 

Detailed Friendship and Family:  964 

Love and Romance:                0 

Vocation and Career:             511 

Optimism and Opportunity:        803 

Education and Communication:     0 

Culture and Creativity:          0 

Responsibility and Focus:        400 

Imagination and Inspiration:     0 

Excitement and Instability:      0 

 

3: LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA   34N03'08" 118W14'34"   0 LI 20   0 CN 22 

 

*** Ascendant Conjunct Mercury ***      (Orb: 2 Deg 13 Min) 

        You are active and tend to be mentally alert and active here. There are good 

opportunities for learning. Even if this area has little in the way of educational 

opportunities, a good book, an informative person, or interesting phenomenon is likely 

to arouse your curiosity. 

 

*** Descendant Trine Mars ***      (Orb: 1 Deg 17 Min) 

        You are able to gain the cooperation and interest of others in this area. Good 

teamwork and cooperation leads to success. A good place to accomplish tasks that 

require the cooperation of others. You get your life in good working order here. 

 

* Descendant Trine Uranus *      (Orb: 3 Deg 52 Min) 

        A lively, spirited quality enters your life while in this area. You open up to new 

ideas and you get involved in creative new interests. This influence is so natural that 

you may not consciously recognize the extent to which you are more free-spirited while 

in this area. 

 

* MC Square Mercury *      (Orb: 2 Deg 11 Min) 

        In this geographic area you are likely to find yourself involved in debates with 

others over many different topics. Difference of opinion with colleagues arise and must 

be resolved. It is possible for you to communicate clearly, and with skillful handling, 



problems can be resolved. 

 

Ascendant Conjunct Saturn       (Orb: 8 Deg 43 Min) 

        Challenges and obstacles are encountered in this area. You are forced to focus on 

basics and develop greater discipline. You may feel lonely or unappreciated here. 

 

IC Conjunct Neptune       (Orb: 8 Deg 17 Min) 

        You are so emotionally, physically, and psychically sensitive here that you should 

avoid all alcohol and stimulants - even tobacco and coffee! If you lack self-confidence, 

you can be taken advantage of by others. If you lack direction in life, you are not likely 

to find it while here, and will tend to drift aimlessly. The increased sensitivity can aid 

artistic and creative work. 

 

MC Conjunct fixed star Menkalinan       (Orb: 0 Deg 43 Min) 

        You are generally optimistic in this locality, and this attitude translates directly into 

career success, although the growth may not be as rapid as you hoped or planned. 

 

IC Conjunct fixed star Sinistra       (Orb: 0 Deg 52 Min) 

        You find difficulty in relaxing in  this locality. You may almost feel as though there 

is a poltergeist in your house, continually messing up everything in sight. 

 

Summary of Scores of 10 Treasure Maps for this Location 

 

Friendship and Family:           0 

Detailed Friendship and Family:  0 

Love and Romance:                0 

Vocation and Career:             492 

Optimism and Opportunity:        0 

Education and Communication:     1000 

Culture and Creativity:          994 

Responsibility and Focus:        32 

Imagination and Inspiration:     80 

Excitement and Instability:      296 

 

4: ROME, ITALY               41N54  12E29   18 CP 07   13 SC 35 

 

*** IC Trine Sun ***      (Orb: 1 Deg 36 Min) 



        Your vocational activities run smoothly here. Employment opportunities are good 

for you, and you are able to find a harmonious work environment. This also helps you 

create a stable and harmonious home life as well. 

 

* Descendant Trine Moon *      (Orb: 2 Deg 47 Min) 

        A good place for you. You fall into a natural rhythm here, and things fall into place 

nicely. If you live in this area, it will become very comfortable, and you will find it 

difficult to leave. 

 

* Ascendant Square Venus *      (Orb: 2 Deg 06 Min) 

        Romantic relationships are likely to be strong, but also require some adjustments 

and face some challenges. If you handle situations wisely, you can make a happy life, 

but you do need to make some changes to your life style and your way of relating to 

others. 

 

MC Conjunct Moon       (Orb: 7 Deg 19 Min) 

        You are likely to make many friends here, and feel a part of the community. People 

take an interest in what you have to offer. 

 

Ascendant Square Jupiter       (Orb: 5 Deg 44 Min) 

        While in this area you socialize a great deal and are rather outgoing. You may 

become a member of large organizations. Be wary of a tendency of some offers or hopes 

to be overly inflated. 

 

Ascendant Square Pluto       (Orb: 4 Deg 32 Min) 

        You undergo a lot of deep, inner changes while in this area, and not all of the 

changes are pleasant. You may experience a side of life that you rarely encounter, 

possibly visiting people who are dying, or in unusual circumstances. Handled properly, 

you can find renewed inner strength, but you could also feel overwhelmed or 

emotionally depressed from the situations you encounter. 

 

IC Conjunct fixed star Almach       (Orb: 0 Deg 23 Min) 

        Family members find you a lot of fun to be around in this locale. You have lots of 

entertaining ideas and help your family to find amusements that everyone will enjoy. 

 

IC Conjunct fixed star Menkar       (Orb: 0 Deg 29 Min) 

        Your comfort level is lower here than in other locations because you worry much of 



the time.  The people around you feel your pessimism, and may not thrive either. 

 

Descendant Conjunct fixed star Wasat       (Orb: 0 Deg 09 Min) 

        You are likely to come into contact with dangerous compounds in this locality. For 

example, you may meet individuals who are in the business of supplying, storing, or 

disposing of poisons, gases, or other chemicals. 

 

Summary of Scores of 10 Treasure Maps for this Location 

 

Friendship and Family:           741 

Detailed Friendship and Family:  1000 

Love and Romance:                162 

Vocation and Career:             647 

Optimism and Opportunity:        22 

Education and Communication:     0 

Culture and Creativity:          162 

Responsibility and Focus:        0 

Imagination and Inspiration:     0 

Excitement and Instability:      0 

 

5: PARIS, FRANCE             48N52  2E20   1 CP 07   3 SC 12 

 

*** Ascendant Square Mercury ***      (Orb: 1 Deg 26 Min) 

        There is some resistence to your ideas in this area. You may find that simple 

negotiations or communications sometimes require extra effort to ensure that are 

communicated clearly. With some effort and adjustment, however, you can succeed in 

your efforts. 

 

*** MC Square Mars ***      (Orb: 1 Deg 35 Min) 

        You are ambitious about career goals while in this area, and you feel an urgency to 

steer your life in a new direction, but the process requires some patience, and 

unfortunately you are likely to feel frustrated and perhaps even angry at times as you 

struggle to make changes in your life. Try to avoid hostility both at work and at home. 

 

MC Conjunct fixed star Princeps       (Orb: 0 Deg 18 Min) 

        You experience a great deal of pessimism in this locality. In career matters you tend 

to alternate between positive successes and inner doubts that drag you down. 



 

IC Conjunct fixed star Sharatan       (Orb: 0 Deg 31 Min) 

        You have a somewhat careless attitude in this locality. You would be wise to keep 

your home in good repair, and to protect it from natural disasters, to the extent that is 

possible. You and your family will benefit more in other locations. 

 

Summary of Scores of 10 Treasure Maps for this Location 

 

Friendship and Family:           0 

Detailed Friendship and Family:  0 

Love and Romance:                0 

Vocation and Career:             276 

Optimism and Opportunity:        0 

Education and Communication:     381 

Culture and Creativity:          190 

Responsibility and Focus:        0 

Imagination and Inspiration:     0 

Excitement and Instability:      0 


